
SAP S/4HANA Fashion is a real-time ERP suite, designed for fashion companies to run simple in a digital and 
connected world by merging wholesale and retail in an in-memory SAP HANA platform.

As the co-innovation partner of SAP Fashion and close collaborator on the SAP 
S/4HANA Fashion product development, our deep delivery capabilities and 
extensive knowledge in the SAP Fashion ecosystem helps deliver an inside-view 
to the new solution.
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Real-time data and transparency 
across retail, wholesale and 
e-commerce

Delivers real-time insight into 
operational data and combines 
analytics with transactional capability 
to connect, record, and report live on 
your business.

time reduction in decision 
making
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higher inventory accuracy

Faster Replenishment Processes 

Accelerate replenishment for distribution centers and 
stores, leveraging in-memory technology to deliver 
merchandise to a large number of stores or DCs on a 
regular basis.

reduced revenue loss 
due to stock-outs

Contextual Customer 
Experiences

Gain insights into customer 
sentiments, discover hidden trends, 
personalize one-on-one o�ers and 
influence behavior on all channels with 
real-time access to all buying 
preferences.

Omnichannel Fulfillment  

Turn into a true customer-centric retail 
model with a complete view on 
customer behavior, transactions, and 
demand signals across channels to 
provide seamless omnichannel 
fulfillment and customer service. 

higher inventory accuracy

Ability to personalize 
consumer o�ering

Live inventory management

Provides sales associates, store 
managers, logistics and controllers the 
same base of data – to keep them 
informed on stock position and stock 
values in real-time.

Advanced available-to-promise (ATP)

Identify mass product availability in real 
time to promise accurate and reliable 
order dates based on business priority 
instead of order creation time.

reduction in days in 
inventory

Accelerated MRP Runs

Trigger real-time MRP runs anytime 
during the day for timely, up-to date 
information to help identify supply at 
risk, and immediately resolve issues.

reduced overall supply chain 
planning cost

Reimagine Fashion Processes with 

SAP S/4HANA Fashion

Business processes and 
decision making have 
become so complex that 
they hinder the ability to 
grow in a digital economy 1

or U.S. $237 billion of 
profits are lost by the top 
200 global companies due 
to hidden costs of 
complexity 2

believe layers of legacy and 
interfaces make it di�cult to 
keep pace with change 3

say employee satisfaction has 
been harmed due to the cost 
of complexity 1

86%

10.2% 60%

attribute digital transformation 
for improving the e�ciency of 
operations 4

32%

believe their digital transformation 
e�orts have helped them make 
strong progress in enabling 
real-time transactions 4

39%
have increased market share 
and benefitted already from 
digital transformation e�orts 5

41%

67%

The Challenge
Fashion is now Digital but COMPLEXITY IS 
STANDING IN THE WAY

The Opportunity 

Introducing S/4HANA Fashion

Value Drivers: 
Opportunities for Your Fashion Company

Discover S/4HANA Fashion with

Developed natively on the 
SAP HANA® platform for 
real-time analytics, 
integration, and 
application services

Redesigned with highly 
simplified data models and 
processes in key areas such 
as inventory management 
and stock valuation

Empowerment of store 
associates and store 
managers with access to 
key information needed 
for better customer 
service and shop-floor 
operations

Omnichannel order 
execution and fulfillment 
based on real-time sales 
and inventory information

“Industry to core” – one 
platform that unites various 
industry solutions for 
potential synergies and 
cross-scenarios

Consistent user experience 
across all functional areas 
for new ways of working

BUY NOW

Our Delivery Capabilities for S/4HANA Fashion 

Extensive knowledge and involvement in the 
SAP ecosystem, being involved in almost 70% 
of all current SAP Fashion projects with a clear 
understanding of fashion requirements.

65+ Global Fashion Implementations

End-to-end implementation services spanning 
from developing POCs/Roadmaps to Project 
Management all the way through to Go-Live 
and Post-Deployment, Managed Services.

End-to-End Services

Deep partnership with SAP, working as the 
only SAP partner in the co-innovation of SAP 
Fashion Solution due to our exclusive focus on 
the fashion and lifestyle industry.

Co-innovation partner of SAP Fashion

Close collaboration on the S/4HANA Fashion 
product development including continuous 
feedback based on validation testing.

Continuous collaboration with SAP on 
S/4HANA Fashion

Analyze business 
impact with a 
comprehensive 
assessment on how 
SAP S/4HANA can 
transform your 
organization

Benefit from attune’s 
aIR agile methodology 
across di�erent stages 
of the implementation 
process from project 
preparation all the way 
through to post go-live 
support and 
stabilization. 

Protect your 
investment, identify 
new business 
opportunities, and 
maximize ROI with 
continuous support

Strategy and 
roadmap

Proprietary 
Implementation 
Approach

Application 
Managed 
Services

Accelerates 
implementation and 
reduces risk with 
preconfigured 
processes built on 
proven methodologies, 
accumulated 
knowledge and 
experience in SAP 
Fashion 
implementations

Pre-configured 
Template 

A complete, fully 
configured template, 
personalized with 
your data and 
adaptable to your 
needs and 
requirements for 
validation purposes
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For a 1:1 discovery and demo session of S/4HANA Fashion, please visit

attuneconsulting.com/s4hana-fashion

The only partner in �e 
SAP eco-system wi� a 
dedicated focus on �e 
Fashion & Lifestyle industry 

https://solutions.attuneconsulting.com/s4hana-fashion-retail
https://www.facebook.com/attune.global/
https://twitter.com/attune_Global?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
https://www.linkedin.com/company-beta/277477
https://www.youtube.com/user/attuneConsulting

